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Surface plasmon based fiber optic refractive index sensor
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This paper has proposed a surface plasmon resonance-based photonic crystal fiber (PCF) sensor to detect even a small
change in refractive index (RI) values of analytes. The impact on sensor performance by Bezier polygon core structure of
the PCF and gold coating in an air hole have been carried out. The sensor resonance wavelength and the respective
confinement loss are analyzed for various Bezier polygon parameters and for various gold coating thicknesses. Also, a
comparison between gold filling and gold coating in an air hole of PCF have been undertaken to show the superiority of the
gold coating in sensor performance. The promising sensor performance has been noted down above the analyte RI of about
1.3 with an upright sensitivity of about 7000 nm/RIU. This type of sensor is of great interest in medical and industrial
applications.
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1 Introduction
In recent times, surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) has gained a huge momentum in sensing
applications. At metal-dielectric interface the applied
electromagnetic field induces oscillation of free
electrons present in the metal and their oscillation
frequency equals the frequency of the applied field.
This combined oscillation and its quantum which is
termed as surface plasmon, tends to travel along the
metal-dielectric interface and achieves its maximum
at phase matching condition1. The SPR sensing
technique exhibits high sensitivity and is being
extensively deployed for biosensing.
Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) are fabricated by
periodically perforating the silica material and thereby
creating air holes which run along the entire fiber
length. They possess exceptional properties like
limitless single mode operation, high degree of
birefringence, enhanced design flexibility and small
size2. The PCF based SPR sensors are developed by
selectively infiltrating the air holes with liquid and
active plasmonic material. They showcase wide
sensing range, remote sensing, simple to measure
characteristics
and
they
are
comparatively
inexpensive to fabricate. These sensors have
revolutionized the field of fiber optics sensors and are
——————
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being progressively used in medical diagnostics
for detection of various bio-chemicals and organic
fluids3,4.
The initial experiment on bio-sensing and gas
detection using SPR was demonstrated in 1983 by
Liedberg et al.5. Later in 2012, Zhou et al.6 carried out
numerical simulations for a PCF-based sensor and
reported the measurement range of analyte index of
the sensor as 1.25 to 2.75. Shuai et al.7 presented a
large range detection multi-core holey fiber plasmonic
sensor with high linearity and its average sensitivity
was determined to be 2929.39 nm/RIU in the sensing
range 1.33-2.72 and 9231.27 nm/RIU in 2.73-1.53.
Further in 2013, Lu et al.8 designed a polymer PCF
based SPR sensor with metal nanowires having a
large mode area and determined its spectral and
intensity sensitivity to be 8.3 × 10−5 – 9.4 × 10−5 RIU.
The nanostructured hollow core PCFs (HCPCF)
which are greatly appreciated for light guidance by
their inherent photonic band gap effect have set a
benchmark in the domain of optical fibers. As the
light is guided through the central air core of HCPCF,
they can be used to manufacture fibers with operating
wavelengths that are not supported by the transparent
materials. Jiang et al.9, designed the first soft-glass
HCPCF with large mode area. They made it using a
high-index lead-silicate glass and fabricated it by the
stack-and-draw technique. Their soft-glass HCPCF9
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was guiding light in 750 to 1050 nm wavelength
range with a low loss of 0.74 dB/m. Nannan Luan
et al.,10 demonstrated a surface plasmon resonance
sensor based on D shaped micro-structured optical
fiber with hollow core. T Biswas et al.11, showed that
the sensitivity of HCPCF plasmonic sensor with gold
as plasmonic material had higher sensitivity compared
to silver11. PCF based biosensors were also reported
by different authors to detect different parameters
such as pH, glucose, etc. of bio-analyte12-18 and
cancer cell19 at various parts of human body like
breast, cervical and basal cells.
The guiding light must be coupled enough
between the metal surface and analyte amalgam to
ensure the accuracy of the PCF sensor20. By filling the
analytes in the Bezier polygons, the HCPCF sensing
effect with higher efficiency is possible. Therefore,
instead of using circles, Bezier polygons are
introduced in the PCFs. The Bezier polygon structure
in the fiber core region21 lets the Dirac frequency of
operation. Dirac mode effects in free lateral
confinement and they enable long-range interaction
between multiple cores. This property could lead to
the creation of new coupling and sensing properties
for use in optical couplers, laser arrays, and fiber
sensors.
In this paper, a HCPCF sensor is proposed, which
is extremely sensitive to small variations in the
refractive index (RI) of the analytes. It permits
detecting the various types of analytes RI in the early
stages, including medical applications. In medical
field, it can enable a higher chance of curing the
patient in primitive stages rather than starting the
treatment in the advanced stages. Here the analysis is
carried out to measure the influence of Beizer
polygonal fiber core structure in a HCPCF sensor.
Also, the impacts of gold coating and gold filling
in surface plasmon effect is verified.
2 Structure and basic theory
Here, we have proposed two HCPCF structures
which can act as biosensors depending on the gold
placement. Figure 1a shows the schematic diagram of
the HCPCF with gold filled air hole and Fig. 1b
shows the schematic diagram of the HCPCF with
gold coated air hole. The diameter (d1) of the air holes
embedded in base silica material is 2.603 μm while
the distance between the centers of adjacent holes
p is 2.7 μm.
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This HCPCF can be used to sense the refractive
index (RI) of analyte placed in core, by filling one of
the airholes with active metal gold which induces
surface plasmons at its surface. The light propagating
in core excites the free electrons in adjacent gold wire
and they form plasma waves at gold surface. This
results in transmission loss of core mode and the

Fig. 1 — Schematic diagrams of the (a) HCPCF sensor with
gold filled nanowire (the shaded circle indicates gold
nanowire and analyte is placed in the central core region
surrounded by air holes) and (b) HCPCF sensor with gold coated
air hole.
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ensuing loss factor attains its maximum when the
phase matching condition is agreed between the light
wave and the plasmon wave. This peak resonance
occurs at certain wavelength for a specific value of
analyte RI. The resonance wavelength shifts upon
changing the core analyte RI thereby efficiently
sensing small variations in analyte RI values.
Simulative analysis are performed using finite
element method. A perfectly matched layer of
thickness 5 μm is added in order to prevent scattering
losses.
The RI of gold, being used as the plasmonic
material, is calculated from its permittivity value
described by Lorentz-Drude Model22. The wavelength
dependent RI of silica is calculated using the
Sellmeier Equation (1) as stated below23.
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RI value of analyte in core changes from 1.3 to 1.31, a
decreased resonance behaviour occurs accompanied
by a blue shift in resonance wavelength.
Figure 2b depicts the variation of real and
imaginary parts of the effective index as a function
of wavelengths for core RI value of 1.3. The real
part of effective index decreases with increase in
wavelength and at the resonance wavelength there
is a sharp increase in the real part value which
thereafter decreases gradually. The real part of the
effective index is used in the analysis of dispersion
parameters of the proposed structure. The imaginary
value attains its maximum at the resonance
wavelength and then it tends to decrease forming a
bell shaped curve. This curve resembles that of
observed confinement loss since confinement loss
is directly proportional to imaginary value of
effective mode index. The maximum light coupling
occurs from the core guided mode to the gold

The constants B1, B2, B3, λ1, λ2 and λ3 are Sellmeier
coefficients while λ is wavelength of operation.
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 HCPCF Sensor using Gold filled nanowire

The illustrated HCPCF in Fig. 1a effectively senses
liquids having RI above 1.3 and its loss spectrum
which is shown in Fig. 2a is arrived at by evaluating
the confinement loss of the core mode for different
wavelengths ranging from 1.5 to 1.8 μm. The
confinement loss factor is calculated from the
imaginary part of the effective index value using the
following (2) expression24:

 L  40 *

2



* Im(neff )

...(2)

where,  L is confinement loss, λ is operating
wavelength and Im(neff ) is the Imaginary value of
effective mode index. Finite element method is used
to obtain the effective mode index of core mode.
Sharp peaks are observed in loss spectrum for
analyte RIs of 1.3 and 1.31 at the resonance
wavelengths of 1.64 μm and 1.58 μm respectively.
The resonance wavelength for RI of 1.305 occurs at
1.61 μm. The maximum confinement losses of
233.35 dB/cm and 210 dB/cm are obtained for core
RI values of 1.3 and 1.31 respectively. Thus as the

Fig. 2 — (a) Confinement loss variation with respect to
wavelength and (b) peak resonance portrayed in terms of real and
imaginary parts of effective mode index for analyte RI of 1.3.
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filled air hole at the peak resonance wavelength of
1.64 μm which is shown in Fig. 3.
The vital performance parameter of a sensor is its
sensitivity. The variation of peak resonance
wavelength as a function of the analyte RI value is
plotted to obtain the sensitivity curve as shown in
Fig. 4. The loss values for different wavelengths are
determined and the highest loss value occurs at the
resonance wavelength. The resonance wavelength as a
function of the analyte RI is plotted and sensitivity of
the HCPCF is calculated from this graph using the
following Equation (3)11:

S 

d (  p ea k ( n a ))
dna

...(3)

where, S 

is sensitivity in nmRIU-1,  peak
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resonance wavelength (nm) and na is RI of analyte.
The sensitivity of given HCPCF with gold as
plasmonic material is calculated to be 7000 nm RIU-1.
3.2 Impact of Bezier polygon parameter of core on sensing
characteristics

The structural parameters of HCPCF control its
sensing characteristics. A Bezier polygon is designed
in the central core region. This polygon is constructed
by specifying linear segments and the control points.
The control point is calculated using the control
parameter p1 to manipulate the Bezier curve. As the
polygon parameter p1 changes, it alters the core area
and brings out variations in resonance wavelengths
and loss factor values as indicated in Fig. 5.
A maximum value of 4 can only be used for the
designed HCPCF. When p1 is increased from 3.5
to 4, enhanced resonance takes place due to increased
core region and the resonance wavelength shifts
by 0.07 μm towards shorter wavelengths. When
p1 = 3.5, a peak loss value of 207.25 dB/cm is
obtained at 1.71 μm wavelength. While for p1 = 4, at
1.64 μm the maximum loss value of 241.7 dB/cm
is observed.
3.3 HCPCF Sensor using Gold coated air hole

Fig. 3 — Simulation output for maximum resonance for gold
filled structure @ 1.64 μm.

Fig. 4 — Wavelength sensitivity of HCPCF sensor detecting
analyte RIs from 1.3 to 1.31.

In the proposed HCPCF, the gold filled nanowire is
replaced by a gold coated air hole in which gold is
coated in the inner surface of the air hole as shown in
Fig. 1b. For this modified structure, the core RI is 1.3,
Bezier polygon parameter (p1) is 4, outer diameter
and inner diameter of gold coated air hole being d1/2
and d1/2.5 respectively. Peak resonance occurs at the

Fig.5 — Confinement loss spectra for analyte RI 1.3 with
increasing bezier polygon parameter.
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wavelength of 1.72 μm as shown in Figs 6 and 7a.
When compared with gold filled nanowire structure,
the resonance wavelength occurs at a longer
wavelength. It can be observed that the confinement
loss factor for the gold coated structure is
269.64 dB/cm, which is greater than the gold filled
nanowire structure by 33 dB/cm, and hence an
increased resonance occurs for the modified structure.
However the sensing behaviour is similar to the
former structure only. As shown in Fig. 7b, the peak
loss for analyte RI value of 1.31 is 167.26 dB/cm
at the resonance wavelength of 1.66 μm which
demonstrates a blue shift in resonance wavelength and
a decreased resonance wavelength for analyte’s RI
variation from 1.3 to 1.31. This coated structure
proves itself superior to the earlier one by exhibiting
increased resonance and also by being economical
with lower consumption of gold, the plasmonic
material.
Further it is interesting to note from Fig. 7c that the
resonance phenomenon gets enhanced on increasing
the thickness of the gold coating. The loss value
increases with a corresponding blue shift in resonance
wavelength when the inner diameter of the gold
coated air hole is decreased (which implies that the
coating thickness is increased) from d1/2.3 to d1/2.7.
Thus optimum resonance occurs at typical thickness
value of d1/2 to d1/2.7 having peak loss of 304.7
dB/cm at 1.7 μm. But the increase in CL is observed
only till this specific thickness value, after which it
deteriorates. Beyond the thickness of d1/2 to d1/3.5,
with a confinement loss of 184.82 dB/cm at resonance

Fig. 6 — Simulation output for maximum resonance for
gold coated structure with inner coating diameter of d1/2.5μm
@ 1.72μm.

wavelength of 1.66 μm, no sharper peaks are
observed. The underlying fact is that the electric field
exists only up to the skin depth and it is evanescent in
nature. Hence no significant increase in resonance
behaviour will be observed even when the gold
thickness is increased beyond the skin depth value.

Fig. 7 — (a) Confinement loss spectra of gold coated HCPCF
sensor for analyte RI variation from 1.3 to 1.31, (b) comparison of
peak losses between gold filled and gold coated structures and
(c) variation in confinement loss as the coating thickness increases
from d1/2.3 to d1/2.7 (inner air hole diameter) .
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4 Conclusions
A gold filled nanowire HCPCF biosensor is
designed and simulated and its analysis have been
carried out using finite element method to measure
the loss spectrum and sensitivity. The proposed sensor
has a peak confinement loss of 233.35 dB/cm at
1.64 μm and 210 dB/cm at 1.58 μm for core analyte
RI values of 1.3 and 1.31 respectively. The spectral
sensitivity is calculated to be 7000 nmRIU-1. The
effect of increasing the value of Bezier polygon
parameter is discussed and is found that it is directly
proportional to the loss factor though it induces a blue
shift in resonance wavelength. Increasing the polygon
parameter from 3.5 to 4, increases the confinement
loss from 207.35 dB/cm to 233.35 dB/cm and the
peak resonance wavelength shifts from 1.71 μm to
1.64 μm. The modified gold coated HCPCF structure
is observed to exhibit greater confinement loss of
269.64 dB/cm at 1.72 μm for analyte with RI of 1.3
and thus exhibiting an increased resonance compared
to gold filled structure. The loss factor for gold coated
structure with inner air hole diameter d1/2.5 and d1/2.7
are 269.64 dB/cm at 1.72 μm and 304.7 dB/cm at
1.7 μm respectively. The numerical data reveal that a
relatively better performance is achieved for increased
coating thickness.
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